ABSTRACT: ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT are the two important search-based complete algorithms to solve Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP). However, a large number of solution reconstructions appear in ADOPT and sub-optimal branch can't be promptly pruned in BnB-ADOPT. A layering DCOP algorithm to combine ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT is proposed to remedy their weakness, named Layering-ADOPT. In Layering-ADOPT, a layering boundary is introduced to divide all agents into two classes, one performing ADOPT and another for BnB-ADOPT. This paper presents a rule to get a layering boundary and a new strategy to realize the joint between ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT. In the experiment, Layering-ADOPT and ADOPT as well as BnB-ADOPT are compared on random DCOPs. The results show that Layering-ADOPT is superior to ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT on the test problems.
INTRODUCTION
As a promising framework for MAS problems, Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP) has become a research hotspot in artificial intelligence area and widely deployed in real life such as distributed task planning [1] , meeting scheduling [2] resource allocation [3] , sensor network [4] and so on. A DCOP is composed of a number of agents, each responsible for choosing a value from its finite domain for its own variable which is subject to some constraints. Solving a DCOP is to coordinate all the agents and get the best solution to all the constraints. Nowadays, researchers have proposed several distributed search algorithms to solve DCOPs optimally. ADOPT [5] is a representative of all search algorithms with DFS pseudo-tree. It performs search using Best-First Search (BFS) strategy which makes it hopeful for ADOPT to promptly choose an assignment closed to the optimal solution, but may result in unnecessary reconstruction of abandoned solutions. BnB-ADOPT [6] is another important search algorithms. It shares most of the data structures and messages of ADOPT but employs depth-first search (DFS) and branch-and-bound strategy. BnB-ADOPT avoids the solution reconstruction but cannot prune the sub-optimal space efficiently because DFS strategy might not provide good and prompt feedback. Many search algorithms based on ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT have been proposed, like ADOPT + [7] , BnB-ADOPT + [8] , and BnB-ADOPT + -AC [9] . However, solution reconstruction for ADOPT and prompt feedback for BnB-ADOPT aren't still solved very well. In order to obtain a better tradeoff between ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT, ADOPT(k) [10] was proposed, which generalized ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT by introducing the parameter k to adjust the value variation conditions.
As can be seen, BFS strategy used in ADOPT can get a better and quick lower-bound feedback at the cost of unnecessary reconstruction of abandoned solutions, meanwhile DFS strategy used in BnB-ADOPT avoids solution reconstruction but can't promptly prune sub-optimal space. Also, we find that BFS strategy and DFS strategy have different effects corresponding to agents having different positions in the pseudo-tree. If the position of each agent in the pseudo-tree is considered, the two strategies can be compensated for their weaknesses. Therefore, we propose a layering DCOP algorithm by adopting a layering boundary that divides all agents into BFS-based agents and DFS-based agents, named Layering-ADOPT. Different from ADOPT(k), Layering-ADOPT aims to exert prompt response in BFS strategy and no solution reconstruction in DFS strategy. In Layering-ADOPT, each agent can select its strategy according to its position in the pseudo-tree.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 provides the preliminaries. In Section 3, the details of our proposed algorithm, Layering-ADOPT, are illustrated. Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation and discussion of the results. Conclusions and future works are summarized in Section 5. Given this, the goal for the agents is to find the joint variable assignment X * such that a given global objective function is minimized. Generally, the objective function is described as the sum over a set of fi.
PRELIMINARIES
To facilitate understanding, this paper assumes that each agent has a single variable and constraints are binary relations. Here, the term "agent" and "variable" can be used interchangeably. A binary constraint is a constraint involving exactly two variables with defined as fij: Di×Dj→R + . The joint variable assignment X * is obtained as follows:
It is common that a DCOP problem is visualized as a constraint graph where the nodes are the agents and the edges are the constraints. Figure 1 visualizes an example of DCOP problem including constraint graph and constraint costs. In this instance, the minimal sum of all costs is 0 and X * ={(x1=1), (x2=1), (x3=1), (x4 = 1), (x5=1), (x6=1), (x7=1)}. In order to solve DCOP, most complete DCOP algorithms operate on communication structures based on constraint graph, such as chain and tree structure.
Pseudo-tree [11] is the most commonly used tree structures. Figure 2 shows an example of pseudo-tree deriving from Fig.1 . It consists of tree edges shown as solid lines and back edges shown as dashed lines that are not part of the spanning tree (e.g., x5-x2, x5-x7). 3 LAYERING-ADOPT
The idea of Layering-ADOPT
To integrate ADOPT with BnB-ADOPT according to agent's position in a pseudo tree, a layering boundary is introduced to divide all agents into BFS-based agents and DFS-based agents. A new strategy is presented for agents near the boundary to realize the joint between DFS and BFS strategy in Layering-ADOPT.
(1) The notations in Layering-ADOPT We adopt the following notations from BnB-ADOPT to describe Layering-ADOPT:
is the parent of agent X x i  except for the root agent, which is the ancestor agent directly connecting xi through a tree edge (e.g., pa (x1)=x5).
is the set of children of agent X x i  , including the descendent agents directly connecting xi through tree edges(e.g., C(x5) = {x1, x3}).
is the set of pseudo-parents of agent X x i  , including the ancestor agents connecting to xi directly through back edges (e.g., PP(x2)={x5}).
is the set of pseudo-children of agent X x i  , including the descendent agents directly connecting xi through back edges(e.g., PC(x5)={x2, x7}).
is the set of children and pseudo-children of agent
is the set of ancestor agents of agent
that are parent or pseudo-parents of agent xi or one (or more) of its descendant agents;
For describing the position of each agent in a pseudo-tree and its search strategy, the following properties are introduced in the paper.
Depth(xi)-the depth of agent xi: the length of the unique path from the root agent to xi. If xi is the root agent, Depth(xi) is defined to be zero (e.g., Depth(x1)=1, Depth(x5) =0 in Figure 2) .
Depthtree-the length that is equal to the largest depth of an agent in the tree (e.g., Depthtree=3 in Figure 2 .  is the ratio of the layer number in pseudo-tree for the two strategies and is related to the problem scale and pseudotree structure.
When  is given, the agents whose depth are less than Depthlayer use DFS strategy and others use BFS strategy. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a constraint graph and its pseudo-tree. In Figure 4 , if Depth( x ) Depth | Depth   ). In Figure 4 , agent x1, x3 and x5 are the critical agents and others are the non-critical agents. The noncritical agents perform DFS or BFS strategy according to their Depth, just like the agents in BnB-ADOPT or ADOPT. The critical agents include the DFS-based bottom-layer agents (Depth(xi)=Depthlayer-1) and the BFS based top-layer agents(Depth(xi)=Depthlayer). The DFS-based bottom-layer agents receive COST messages from their BFS-based children. Because the disposal of COST message is similar in BFS and DFS strategy, the DFS-based bottom-layer agents perform DFS strategy without any change. As is known, the difference between BFS and DFS strategy is reflected in THi which is updated by the allocated threshold in VALUE message from parent. And the allocated threshold is an upper bound found in DFS strategy. When they receive VALUE messages carrying the allocated thresholds from their DFS-based parents, the BFS-based top-layer agents can't update their THi by the allocated thresholds. So they have to adjust their THi by LBi <THi <UBi just like the root agent in single BFS strategy. However, the allocated thresholds are upper bounds found for the BFS-based top-layer agents so they can be used to prune. Therefore, a new
TH for the BFS-based top-layer agent is introduced to store the allocated threshold in VALUE message from its parent. The BFS-based top-layer agents will change their values when
Besides, the termination condition is TH has become the final optimal cost for the subtrees so far. 
The pseudocode of Layering-ADOPT
The pseudo code is shown in Algorihtm 1.
procedure 
EVALUATION
In this section, we compare Layering-ADOPT with ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT. In our experiments, the parameter 5 . 0   for Layering-ADOPT. Random DCOPs are adopted as the test problems. Random DCOPs include a set of agents randomly constrained with one another. This experimental setup includes unstructured problems where constraints costs are uniformly sampled in the range of 0 to 50. The number of agents, graph density, agents' domain sizes and cost ranges are varied to assess the algorithms robustness.
We average the experimental results over 50 DCOP problem instances with randomly generated constraints.
We adopt the number of messages(msgNumber), the number of non-concurrent constraint checks(NCCCs) and the real process time(Runtime) as evaluation metrics [6] . Table 1 shows the experimental results that nAgents varies from 6 to 14 with Domains=3 and density=0. 4 . Table 2 shows the experimental results that nAgents varies from 6 to 14 with Domains=3 and density=0.6. Table 3 shows the experimental results that density varies from 0.2 to 0.7 with Domains=3 and nAgents=10. Table 4 shows the experimental results Firstly, as can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2 , NCCCs in Layering-ADOPT is smaller than ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT in different cases of nAgents, especially when the communication time is 100. It can be also seen that Layering-ADOPT is superior to ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT over msgNumber and Runtime. Table 4 show the same trend for varying Domains. The improved performance of Layering-ADOPT comes from two facts: upper DFS-based agents can earlier prune sub-optimal branches; prompt feedbacks are provided by lower agents using BFS strategy.
From Table 3 , the results show that Layering-ADOPT is better than ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT when density<0.7. However, there is an exceptional case when density=0. 7 . In this case, we find that the pseudo-tree degenerates into a chain since the constraint graph is very dense. Under this circumstance, the concurrency is almost lost for the lower BFS-based agents in the chain so that the reconstruction of BFS-based agents is aggravated. Accordingly, Layering-ADOPT performs worse than BnB-ADOPT. Therefore, Layering-ADOPT is not suitable for the very dense constraint graph.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, Layering-ADOPT is proposed to get a better tradeoff between ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT, where each agent selects its search strategy according to its position in the pseudo-tree and a layering boundary. The message processing and data structure in Layering-ADOPT are similar to those in ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT. Also, Layering-ADOPT realizes the joint between DFS and BFS strategy. It can be seen from the experimental results that Layering-ADOPT outperforms ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT in most cases. The improvement comes from the following points: firstly, the serious solution reconstructions are avoided in upper agents when upper agents use DFS strategy; secondly, the prompt feedback can be provided by lower agents when lower agents use BFS strategy.
In the future works, we hope to improve Layering-ADOPT by introducing a more suitable layering boundary and dynamically changeable search strategy instead of fixed one for each agent. 
